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INTRODUCTION:INTRODUCTION:
Investment funds may be structured on a blind-pool basis, a deal by deal basis or hybrids of the same. Traditional

private equity (“PE”) or venture capital (“VC”) funds are structured on the basis of a blind-pool model. Investors

(“LPs”) participate in a PE / VC fund by committing their capital and relying on the skill and acumen of the investment

manager (“GP”), to identify portfolio companies presenting favourable investment opportunities for the fund and

causing the fund to invest in them by making drawdowns on the capital commitments of LPs. In this manner, LPs

generally participate in every investment opportunity identified by the GP “blindly”. However, even in such funds, LPs

often negotiate an exception to such general situation through the insertion of ‘excuse provisions’ in the fund

documents. Excuse provisions permit an LP to decide not to contribute to the Fund in respect of proposed portfolio

investments in certain circumstances which meet, or fail to meet, certain specified criteria.

In India, PE / VC funds are invariably structured as alternative investment funds (“AIFs”) registered with the Securities

and Exchange Board of India (“SEBI”) under the SEBI (Alternative Investment Funds) Regulations, 2012 (“AIF
Regulations”). In spirit, it appears that SEBI’s intent as expressed through the AIF Regulations is to encourage all

LPs to participate in all portfolio investments in which the AIF participates1. The exception which proves the rule, is

SEBI’s prescription for angel funds, requiring GPs to seek an angel LPs prior approval for consummating a portfolio

investment with such LP’s contributions. Another subtle exception, not enjoying such an explicit regulatory nod, and

yet being quite prevalent in PE / VC fund documentation especially with increasing participation by sophisticated,

institutional LPs, is the presence of ‘excuse provisions’. SEBI has, on a case-to-case basis, been comfortable with

excuse provisions if there are certain legal or regulatory prescriptions applicable to an LP which prevent it from

participating in the portfolio investment.

In this issue of the digest, we analyse excuse provisions and their place in PE / VC fund documentation.

EXCUSE PROVISIONS:EXCUSE PROVISIONS:
Excuse provisions provide a right which enables an LP to opt-out from participating in a deal identified by a GP for

the fund. It may arise from statutes, regulations, internal charters or even from commercial considerations (in which

case, it can be expected to be more open to negotiation). An excuse right to an LP is generally backed by all or any

of the following reasons:

1. regulatory or legal impairment to participate in a deal, often specific to the LP;

2. religious reasons such as excuse from “sin” investments made by the fund, such as investments in alcohol, pork,

prostitution, or firearms industry2; and

3. investments against the policy of the LPs3 such as ESG4 policies of an LP or policies containing investment

restrictions that preclude LPs to invest in certain types of assets, activities or jurisdictions5.

CONSIDERATIONS AND DOCUMENTSCONSIDERATIONS AND DOCUMENTS
What? - GPs should be very careful of what an LP is seeking an excuse from. Excuse provisions should ideally be

specific and clear to prevent an LP from cherry-picking deals under the guise of exercising excuse rights. In some

cases, GPs often seek a representation from the LP that its participation in the relevant portfolio investment would

result in a breach of law, regulation, license or similar, and hence the LP should be excused from the same. In many

such cases, a GP may sometimes require a legal opinion from the LP’s counsel confirming that its participation would

result in such breach6.

When? - Ethically, LPs should disclose to the GP, preferably at the stage of fund documentation, the situations in

which any proposed investment of the fund may violate the LP’s laws or internal policies. If such a disclosure is not

made by an LP at the time of committing to the fund, then it is good practice for the GP to ask whether the LP has any

such policies and if yes, the same be shared with the GP in advance. Typically, an excuse provision also allows for

excuse towards deal expenses incurred by the fund towards consummation of the relevant portfolio investment.

Where? - Generally, the excuse provisions are captured in the relevant contribution agreement / subscription

agreement or the related side letter, which are specific to an LP. In such case, the GP must be mindful of the

MFN7 clauses. Although specific excuse rights may be granted under the contribution agreement or side letter, it is

preferable that the general fund documents (accessible to all LPs) contain the GP’s framework towards the grant of

excuse rights. This helps set the boundaries for LP – GP negotiation on excuse rights.

Ultimately though, the incorporation and breadth of an excuse provision is the product of negotiation.

IMPACT OF EXCUSE PROVISIONSIMPACT OF EXCUSE PROVISIONS
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Impact on the corpus of the fund

In typical VC/PE fund structures, the GPs issue drawdown notices to the LPs and pursuant thereto the LPs are often

required to contribute in proportion to their unfunded capital commitments and not their total capital commitments.

This is advantageous for the fund since this avoids a potential “dry powder” situation, especially in situations of

excuse. Typically, an excuse right is also accompanied with an ability for the fund to draw down further from non-

excused LPs, although often LPs may seek to restrict such “extra” drawdowns.

To illustrate on the "dry powder" situation in case of excuse, assume 2 LPs committed a total of $100 each to the fund

and a drawdown notice was issued to both LPs whereby one LP contributed $50 and the other LP by virtue of his

excuse right contributed $0 to the fund; the unfunded capital commitment of the first LP would now be $50 whereas

the unfunded capital commitment of the second LP would still be $100. Therefore, if the GP then issues a drawdown

notice for $150, then the first LP would be required to contribute only $50 as opposed to the second LP who would

be required to contribute $100 since the drawdown would be based on unfunded commitments. However, if the

drawdown model was based on total commitments, the GP would have the right to call $75 from the first LP and $75

from the second LP. But since, the first LP is not liable in excess of unfunded commitments, the GP can only call $50

from the first LP thereby leaving the fund with dry powder of $258.

In other words, if an LP is excused from participating in a deal, its unfunded capital commitment should not be

reduced whereas the amount which it did not contribute should be added back to its unfunded capital commitment,

thereby avoiding shrinking of the corpus of the fund. In this model, the “un-excused LPs” will always run a risk that the

next investment in which an excused LP participates may yield bumper returns and the excused LP will benefit more

than the other LPs; and the excused LP will always run the risk that the next investment in which the excused LP

participates may be a loss-making investment thereby increasing his losses vis-à-vis the other LPs.

A hybrid model to combat the situation wherein the excused LP may benefit more than the other LPs is where LPs

require GPs to allocate hot investment opportunities based on total commitments, rather than unfunded

commitments, thereby granting the GP discretionary powers in this regard.

Impact on the Fund’s ability to borrow

Under Indian law, leverage at the fund level is generally not permitted for Category I AIF and Category II AIFs9 (which

are the categories used for PE / VC AIFs). However, globally, a closed-end fund may be permitted to avail equity-

bridge facilities. In such cases since the lender’s main security is over the GP’s ability to drawdown LPs’ unfunded

commitments, it will want to ensure that the circumstances in which an LP is excused from complying with a

drawdown notice are as narrow as possible10. Hence, the presence and breadth of excuse provisions can affect the

ability of an offshore fund to leverage for making investments.

Parallel structures

GPs may set up a parallel fund or an alternative investment vehicle (“AIV”) for the “non-excused LPs” in the event an

excused LP is unable to participate, especially when the excuse pertains to legal or regulatory restrictions upon the

fund. These parallel funds or AIVs are typically deal specific or established for a group of related deals. AIVs may

invest in parallel to or in lieu of the master/primary fund and have full rights to draw on LP capital commitments on

substantially the same terms as the primary fund.11 Though this model is out there, not too many funds are known to

have followed this.

Impact on fund expenses, management fees and carried interest of the GP

Non-participation in a deal should not reduce the total commitments of the excused LPs, in the said model and the

excused LP should continue to pay its entire share of the management fees if based on a commitment base.

However, if the management fee is based on capital contributions (which it often is after the expiry of the commitment

period), the management fee share of the LP may be reduced. An excuse provision should not affect an LP’s

contributions towards fund expenses except expenses relating to the portfolio investment from which the LP has

been excused. The distribution waterfall of an LP should not take into account the distributions pertaining to portfolio

investments from which an LP has been excused. Accordingly, the GP should not earn carried interest from such an

excused LP in respect of such distributions (although, in all probability, the amount would have been accounted for in

the waterfalls of non-excused LPs).

CONCLUSIONCONCLUSION
Excuse provisions are important clauses in fund documentation which facilitate LP participation in ‘blind-pool’

models. Often, in negotiations, GPs accept LP requests for excuse provisions since they are eager to have the LP

commit to the fund. However, considering the impact of the exercise of an excuse right by an LP on the fund corpus,

on the other LPs and ability to leverage, such provisions should be carefully incorporated in fund documentation, a

point sometimes missed due to the non-immediate nature of an excuse trigger. LPs should also evaluate the pros

and cons before seeking an excuse provision, especially if driven by commercial rather than legal or regulatory

reasons, since it could mean that the same sort of right may be sought by other LPs (especially those with an MFN

clause too). In this manner, in spite of the legal / regulatory kernel underlying excuse provisions, often the

commercial positions should also be looked into in order to arrive at a viable framework for both LP and GP.

 

– Ramya Kumar & Srikanth Vasudevan
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